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College
Democrats
and
Republicans
Square
Off
in
Debate
..
By

MAUKEIlN DUllKlN
SrAFF WRlTER

During
Fall Weekend,
the
College Democrats
squared off
against the College Republicans in a
debate outlining the positions of
each respective
political party.
Professor John Nugent, Visiting
Professor of Government and
Institutional Research Associate,
moderated the debate. Representing
the College Republicans were Sarah
Armstrong '07, Yoni Freeman '06,
Chris Devine '06, and Nick Iyengar
'lY6. Representing
the College
Democrats was Matthew Listro '07,
Jennifer Dillon '07, Ellen Paul '07,
and Jason Kanter ' 05.
_ The debate consisted

of opening

statements from each side, followed
by presentations on four issues:
Education,
Civil
Liberties,
Terrorisrn/War in Iraq, and the Job
Marketl Economy, and concluded
with closing statements from each
party. The representatives of each
party were required to promote the
official stance of the party as a
whole and were to act as representatives of the campaigns of each candidate.
Jennifer Dillon gave the presentation
on Education
for the
Democrats, and Sarah Armstrong
for the Republicans. This portion of
the debate focused on George W.
Bush's "No Child Left Behind" Act.
The Democrats claim that the act is
not properly funded and that it does
not do enough for America's
schools. They pointed out that 1/3 of
America's schools are still failing

state. Freeman addressed this issue
by pointing out that our constitution
guarantees "Freedom of religion,
not freedom from religion."
Representing the Republicans
for the JobslEconomy portion of the
debate was Nick Iyengar, and representing the Democrats was Matthew
Listro. The Republicans emphasized
that most of the jobs lost in this
country were a result of the recession that started before Bush came
into office. They also argued that the
economy is improving. The economy has grown 4.8% in the past year,
and 70% of American families own
their homes. Furthermore, the
College Republicans noted that
George W. Bush has delivered on his
promises to cut taxes and has been
continually cutting taxes, which
helps the nation as a whole. Bush
plans to continue to cut taxes in
order to help stimulate the economy.
The Republicans believe that Bush's
planned tax cuts will help our economy recover from recession.
The College Democrats countered the Republicans' claims by
emphasizing that our country had a
5.6 trillion dollar projected surplus
when George W. Bush entered
office, and in four years he has
turned that into a 2.6 trillion dollar
Visiting Professor oj Government, John Nugent, left, moderated the debate between the Republicans and Democrats. Matthew Listro, right, represented the College Democrats. (Holt)
deficit. Listro also pointed out that
despite this act. The Republicans
Liberties for the Republicans and tutional amendment is protecting the because they are equal to everyone
more jobs have been lost under
defended Bush's act, cJainting that it Democrats, respectively. Issues dis- sanctity
of
marriage.
The else.
George W. Bush than any President
is helping improve America's
cussed included Gay Marriage,
Democrats, however, said that the
With regards to religion, Paul since Herbert Hoover. Specifically,
schools and ensuring that every Abortion, Religion, and the, USA Constitution should not be used to claimed that Bush allows his faith to 1.6 million jobs have been lost in the
child is getting a good education in
PATRIOT Act. The Republican side discriminate against people. The play a role in his decision-making,
private sector. Additionally, Bush
this country.
claimed that marriage is something "pemocrats. p.oin~o
at people. especially when it comes to abor- was the first president in the United
Yoni Freeman and Ellen Paul that should be between a man and a with different sexual orientations tion. Democrats see this as a violagave the presentations on Civil
woman and that the proposed constishould not be denied certain rights tion of the separation of church and
continued all page 9
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David Dorfman Offers Conn His Dance Expertise Diversity Lecture Focuses
By

LAUKEN REIFF

STAll WRITER

When David Dorfman
first came to Connecticut
College, the beauty of the
campus struck him. That
was in 1979, however, when
he was a graduate student at
Conn.
After
attending
school
at
Washington
University
and
the
University of lllinois at
Urbana-Champaign
and
receiving an undergraduate
degree in business, Dorfman
chose the path of a dancer.
He said that it was a logical
choice because he almost
flunked out of business
school due to his involvement in so many disco competitions.
Dorfman commented on
his decision to switch from a
business major to dance.
"[Growing up,] I always
wanted to dance, but never
had the courage," Dorfman

said. As a child, Dorfman
was involved in competitive
sports, so he says movement
and the idea of pushing his
body's limits always attracted him. Dance combines
music and movement, both
of which he enjoys, while
eliminating the competitive
nature of sports.
Not until his third year
of college, however, did
Dorfman decide to take a
serious dance class. He then
went on to receive his MFA
in dance from Connecticut
College, find a company in
New York City, and travel
around the world teaching as
a guest artist, dancer, and
choreographer.
Approximately
a year
after his son was born,
Dorfman decided that he
wanted to spend more time
at home and less time traveling. He was not ready to
give up dance though, so he

Almnnus David Dorfman rejoins Conn as a faculty member. (Stenger)
decided to apply for a permanent teaching position.

Connecticut College was the
only institution to which he

applied. He has already
worked with dancers in the
current senior class and in
the New London community, and he feels very comfortable on the campus
because of the large amount
of time he has already spent
here.
As a professor, Dorfman
plans to contribute "himself" to the Connecticut
College
community.
He
wishes to form relationships
with his students and colleagues and to share his
experiences while learning
from those around him.
Dorfman still continues
to run his dance company,
but he noted that this would
not interfere with his teaching responsibilities. He said,
"I like committing
like
1,000,000 percent" to everything he involves himself-in,
and his classes will be no
exception to this rule.

Conn Student and Alumnus Promote Voting
By JIAN

PAOLUCCI

SrAFF WRlrER

Over the next few weeks, Connecticut College
senior Tyler McGill '05 and alumnus Justin
Kaufman '04 will participate in The Wisconsin
Project, a mission attempting to combat the traditionally low voter turnout in the state by registering homeless and other low income voters.
Wisconsin is one of the crucial battleground states
for the 2004 election.
The project was developed by RADAR
International,
an acronym
standing· for
Reestablishing Accountability in Democracy
through Action and Researcb. This foundation
was recently formed by both McGill and
Kaufman in an effort to both "register and educate
low income and homeless voters, mobilize shelter
and food kitchen staffs, organize Election Day
transportation, and solicit media attention to
motivate potential voters."
Along with their extensive registration
endeavor, McGill and Kaufman will also be con..ductingextensive research on the voting habits of

•

W

the homeless. In recording the number of voters
approached and comparing them in relation to the
percent registered, they hope to confirm that low
income individuals can be motivated to vote.
Kaufman and McGill chose to conduct this
project in Wisconsin because it was one of the
only states, including Idaho, Maine, Minnesota,
New Hampshire, and Wyoming, that allows sameday voter registration. While Maine, Minnesota,
New Hampshire, and Wisconsin all figure to be
swing states in this upcoming election, the 10
electoral votes of both Minnesota and Wisconsin
make them to figure s the most crucial of the battleground states. Kaufman stated that "the decision came down to Minnesota and Wisconsin, and
although both states would have been great choices, the support and strength we received from the
Wisconsin Care Providers became the deciding
factor."
During the 2000 election, only 55% percent of
those eligible registered to vote in Wisconsin.
This low voter turnout was only I % shy of an a1Jtime record low, achieved dnring the 1996 election. These recent apathetic turnouts are of partie-

ular interest to RADAR International, as they
wish to pursue not only those low-income and
homeless voters, but also dynamically pursuing
voters of all economic classes. Pursuing the
homeless and low-income voters is especially
important, according to Kaufman and McGill, as
they have historically been one of the poorest
demographics represented during the elections.
Their belief is that "RADAR International's
responsibility is to force this democratic system
to represent all aspects of our diverse voting public."
Michael Stoops, a Director with tbe National
Coalition for the Homeless, believes that RADAR
International's efforts are crucial and stated, "The
election is going to be very close in swing states
such as Wisconsin. Their voter registration, education, get-out-the-vote efforts among the homeless and low-income populations could very well
change the final results in a close election. After
all, a homeless person's vote is equal to that of a
rich person. Having young people go to organize
and empower bomeless and low-income people is

Cffltinued on page 6

on the Creation of
Ethnic Center on Campus
BY EUZAIlETH GRIlIlNMAN
AssocIATE Nc'WS EDITOR

On the Saturday of Fall Weekend, a panel discussion was held on the
topic of 'Engaging Issues of Race, Ethnicity, Privilege and Power in the
Curriculum.' Panel members included Tejaswini Ganti, Professor of
Anthropology; Jacqueline Olvera, Professor of Sociology; Lauren Richter
'05 Sociology Major and CCBES student, and finally Stuart Vyse, Professor
and Chair of the Psychology department. The discussion was led by
Professor of Education and recent recipient of the state of Connecticut's
"Higher Education Multicultural Faculty of the Year", Sandy Grande, who
also holds the title of Special Advisor to President Norman Fainstein for
Institutional Equity and Diversity. The focus of the discussion was on the
creation of a new center on campus, tentatively titled the "Comparative
Study of Race and Ethnicity," which would recognize false dichotomies in
our society. The center would also provide a place on campus for intellectual dialogues to occur on other touchy subjects.
According to Professor Olvera, the project is still in the "l-have-a-dream"
stage, as the proposal has yet to pass through the various conunitlees of the
FSCC (Faculty Steering Conference Committee), EPC (Educational
Planning Committee), and finally PPBC (Priorities, Planning, and Budget
Committee).
The center was included in the Strategic Plan under the 'Pluralism and
Diversity in the Academic Program' section, which "aims to enhance the Curriculum and redesign academic and organizational structures to create new
opportunities to address issues of pluralism and diversity." Article 1.3.1 of
the Strategic Plan, under the Educational Program section, states the mission
behind the new center as "support[ing] and fund[ing] the creation of an intellectual home for issues of diversity that will provide leadership for development of curricular initiatives and pedagogical techniques to integrate scholarship on race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender/gender identity, and religion through the academic program." The group supporting the development
of the center is also advocating hiring a Senior Diversity Officer for issues of
Equity, who would be responsible for "issues of diversity and equity in conjunction with the establishment of the intellectual home, and in the context
of a redesign of existing administrative structures."
The idea for the center was born as a response to on-campus bias incidents, specifically those that have occurred within the past couple of years.
Professor Grande noted that the past two admitted classes of students are the
most diverse in the College's history. While this diversity indicates a positive
trend for the campus community as a whole, it unfortunately tends to include
a "jump" or increase in bias incidents, particularly those involving racism,
homophobia, anti-Semitism, and hate speech. According to the panelists,
other proposed efforts to combat these incidents are the creation of Safe
Spaces or Cultural Lounges that give "the vulnerable, marginalized, and disenfranchised" individuals targeted an opportunity to re-energize.
Professor Ganti commented that the composition of most Conn classrooms is very white, with the majority of students from New Englander, and
many private schooled students, leading to effectively no diversity of experience. According to Ganti, the white students on campus do not have notions

continued on page.§
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EDITORIAL&OPINION
Have you "Facebooked" me yet?
THINK YOU HAVE WHAT IT
TAKES TO BE THE NEXT
JORDAN GEARY?

, These past few weeks we have seen an outburst reminiscent of the time, at least in our opinion, of how everyone
was into creating web sites on geocities or some free hosting service back in middle school. This duration concerns
a more important facet of the internet - maintaining relationships with friends all over the country, friends you know
who are all under the same roof. Of course we are talking about the lauded Face Book site.
This site has opened the door into finding people you never thought you would speak to after all these years. This
is not to say that some people you didn't want to talk to ever again have been able to find you. We commend the site
makers and the free directory. You can connect with friends, maintain communication and find new friends. If you
are looking for something fun to do check out the website and see what tums up.
Professors and alumni of the coUege can join the service as well. We would love to see such people related to
Connecticut College log on. Additionally, it would be productive if all clubs on this campus try to use that home
page as a way of efficiently and quickly communicating with their members.
Most importantly is how the site is laid out The user-friendly format makes it easy for members to easily learn
about otbers' interests and hobbies, thus helping to strengthen friendships by illustrating common interests.
Furthermore. people can join groups to connect with those who share particular interests. All of these measures are
beneficial to students in the sense that they provide convenient outlets for people to learn more about each other.
Where will the College go with this latest craze? Whether students are joining in just to see what all the hype is
about or simply to connect with friends, the College will increasingly become united under Face Book. Perhaps
everyone will get to know each other through it, and those individuals' goals to get as many friend confirmations as
possible will no longer be a farce .

.. ..

The Voice continues the search for a
new editorial cartoonist. Submit your
work to box 4970.

.
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Questions? Call Emily at x3927 .
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Student Life Responds to
Politically-Based Incidents
on Campus
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POLICIES
ADVERTISEMENTS
The College Voice is an open forum. The opinions expressed
by individual
advertisers
are
their own. In no way does The College Voice
endorse
the views expressed
by individual
advertisers.
The College Voice will not accept
ads it deems to be libelous, an incitement
to
violence, or personally
damaging. Ad rates are
available on request by calling (860) 439-2813;
please refer all ad inquiries
to the Business
Manager,
Sarah Mercurio.
The College Voice
reserves the right to accept or reject any ad.
The Editors-in-Chief
shall have final content
approval, The final deadline for advertising
is
5:00 p.m, on the Wednesday
preceding
publication.

LETfERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the Editor are due by 5:00 p.m. on
the Wednesday
preceding
publication.
The
College Voice reserves the right to edit letters
for clarity and length.
No unsigned
or
anonymous
letters
will
be
published.
However names may b e withheld upon the
author's request. The College Voice will not
publish
letters deemed
to be a personal
attack on an individual,
The College Voice
cannot guarantee the publication
of any submission. Letters should be single-spaced,
no
longer than 500 words, and must include a
phone number for verification.
Please send
all letters as a Microsoft Word attachment
to:
ccvoice@conncoll.edu.

David Milstone
Dean of Student Life
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Defining Minority
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I write to share a series of incidents that are of great
concern to me. Recently, a number of students have
reportedly been deeply impacted by negative behaviors,
seemingly as a result of their political affiliation. Many
of the reported incidents have occurred to students who
identify politically as Republican; many are members of
the College Republicans here at Connecticut College.
The reported incidents included having stickers
removed or defaced from automobile bumpers or on residence hall room doors; receiving less than congenial
notes on white boards pertaining to their preferred candidate; and having chalking (done to express their support for Republican candidates) altered from its original
intent. A few students have also expressed concerns that
other members of the community who clearly do not
share their viewpoints have silenced their opinions in
their classrooms.
Many of these students have
expressed great concern that our campus is quick to
express outrage when a bias incident occurs related to
federally protected groups, but that it seems to tolerate
actions that serve to limit debate and discourse regarding
political viewpoints.
The Connecticut College Honor Code Matriculation
Pledge states, "I pledge to take responsibility for my
beliefs, and to conduct myself with integrity, civility,
and the utmost respect for the dignity of all human
beings." As members of this free and democratic society, we are privileged to be able to participate in the election process. Given the diversity of our community, it is
normal to have different opinions, for which people are
passionate. As a caring and educational environment, it
is essential. however, that all members feel and are able
to express themselves without fear of retribution or
ridicule.
I strongly encourage each member of the community to own their opinions and beliefs and to allow others
to do the same. The actions described earlier do not
serve to change opinion, but rather create a close-minded and hostile envirorunent. Connecticut College has
made great strides in educating community members
about differences in people and in respecting those differences. Rather than silencing activism, we should
encourage it. Rather than utilizing our disciplinary
processes to resolve our differences, it is my hope that
we can instead count on good judgment and good community citizenry to become our mantra.

COPY EDITORS

JESS COMRAS

The term "Minority" tends to be defined as "an
ethnic, racial, religious, or another group having a distinctive presence within a group, or a party having fewer
than
a
controlling
number
of
votes"
(www.dictionary.com). The Republican Party does not
apply to either definition. The Republican Party has

always made up a large percentage of the state and
national senate. The president of the country is a republican. This means that the majority of all national laws
have been made with republican interests in mind.
There have been no laws created for "traditionally
oppressed minorities" that have not also benefited
republicans. Even affirmative action has been proven to
benefit white women (regardless of wealth status) more
than it benefits "traditionally oppressed minorities"
(www.civilrights.org),
Although republicans often
attack people of color for benefiting from affirmative
action at the expense of whites (or Asians or Irishmen) it
is rare that republicans would attack women for benefiting from affirmative action at the expense of men. If
white men would like to receive affirmative action, they
might apply to Howard University, where there they
could congregate with other Caucasians in the cafeteria
and be harassed by the majority of black students for
doing so. If "safe spaces" for "traditionally oppressed
minorities" offend the majority (whites) on college campuses, they should offer to sit at all black tables more
often instead of attacking individuals' lifestyles in news
articles. It a much more common occurrence for a black
female to sit at an all white table than for a white male
to sit at an all black table.
The complaint that the republican opinion is
not appreciated by the student body is unfortunate. It is
similar to someone being ridiculed by scholars for disliking Shakespeare and preferring to read Sports news
instead. Perhaps scholars are not being open-minded to
the art of sports articles. However, the sports-newsreading student is not being oppressed for being
ridiculed. At most slbe is being misunderstood, You
cannot report a bias incident against an individual fdr
saying, "You are stupid because you don't read
Shakespeare". You also cannot report bias incidents
against students for making fun of a campus club. The
fact that republicans are arguably misunderstood does
not make them oppressed. The significant difference
between a campus club being made fun of and "traditionally oppressed minorities" is that the latter group has
much less control of national or local power as well as
human rights. African Americans make up only 12.1%
of the American population (www.census.gov). African
Americans also make up at least 58% of state prisons
because of drug felonies, although they only make up
15% of all national drug users. Because of these drug
laws 58% of African Americans have lost their right [0
vote and to make a difference in their country. Less than
50% of "traditionally oppressed minorities" own homes
as opposed to at least 88% of republicans (www.centerforpolitics.org).
There have been 15 minority U.S
National Senators total since 1789 as opposed to 884
republican Senators (www.civilrights.org). The fact that
someone compares this consistent social and economic
recession for racial minorities to a few students chalking
over some pro-bush propaganda is insulting to history, to
human struggle, and to the people in the world who are
truly oppressed and truly without any human rightswithout so much as a campus club to belong to. The
comparison between College Republicans and "traditionally oppressed minorities" whose total wealth make
up less than 25% of the national median is so offensive
tbat I reel threatened living on this campus with that
kind of blatant ignorance and racism. I hope that instead
of this kind of hostility to "traditionally oppressed
minorities" there will be more positive communication
between the campus groups.
-Soraya Paimer '07
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OPINION
SURE TO FALL (IN LOVE WITH YOU)

JEWISH MODERNITY
YONI

"And just as state sovereignty
was not permitted to override the
compelling national interest in racial
equality, it cannot be allowed to
override the compelling national
interest in preserving the definition
of marriage that Americans have
always embraced."

fREEMAN - OCCUPIED TERRITORY

arguments to support this con"There are many devices in a man's heart;
tention. In 2002, the rate of marnevertheless the counsel of the Lord, that shall
riages ending in divorces was 40
stand" - Proverbs 19:21
percent. Factor in all the Catholics
and members of other religious cults
Modern Judaism today can best be described
that only get annulments, and the
as having three leading divisions - Orthodox,
battered women in married relationConservative and Reform. These groupings are
ships that are too scared, or too sturecognizable
specifically through how they inter-Jeff Jacoby, columnist for the pid, or too in love to get divorced,
pret religious scripture andlor follow rabbinic rulBoston Globe: 10/17/04
and the rate for failed marriages of
ings. Two of their attributes, halakha and
So, Jeffrey, tell me again,
straight couples would be off the mitzvoth, distinguish between these three divisions and their perspectives.
because I just don't think I'm quite
charts. Do we really want to allow
Halakha can best be defined as religious law based on the Oral and Written
getting it; How does allowing states
our resident gay people to face this Torah, brought forward by a completely rabbinic movement. Mitzvoth are
to legalize gay marriage threaten the sort of domestic violence? One arguclassified as those laws which come from God and should be followed by
American national interest (pause)
ment posed by Jacoby and other Jews, whereas they provide what is necessary for a Jew to do daily, making
in at all a similar fashiou (pause) to conservative commentators is that
principal the covenant between God and Israel.
allowing the state governments to the definition of marriage is someSince the appalling destruction of the Second Temple (may it be rebuilt
legalize the enslavement and oppresthing sacred, and theoretically I as soon as possible) by Rome in 70AD, the Jewish religion, practiced by
sion of black people? I read your
agree; marriage really should be a Jewish people, has changed from revolving around the Temple, which was
entire column, and after weeding beautiful thing. Yet, straight people
termed the "Temple Cult." Ever since, Jews have taken on a more
through a whole lot of historical
have so often befouled and mangled autonomous community oriented outlook, especially due to the fact the
garbage, I simply failed to make out this beautiful idea utterly, and I see
majority of Jews were now living in the Diaspora and outside the Land of
a single compelling argument.
absolutely no evidence that gay cou- Israel, and the Temple in Jerusalem was no longer in existence. This led to
We're in' agreement in one
ples, deeply in love, could screw up the importance of synagogues, Rabbis, Halakha, and the extension of Oral
respect; allowing states to discrimi- any worse than we have.
Torah.
nate against and oppress individuals,
Still other married straight couThere are clearly lines drawn between the status of Judaism within the
and whole groups of people, is wholples require marriage "coaches", or Diaspora and in the State of Israel. One of the most important differences
ly unacceptable. However, I don't
counselors, or therapists to keep consists with the term "secularism." What does secularism mean? According
§ee any harm at all in allowing states
them from killing each other. Would to the Encarta dictionary it either means, "the exclusion of religion from
..to guarantee their citizens' rights allowing gay people to marry overpublic affairs" or "rejection of religion." It could also mean a person who is
above and beyond those honored by load.the nation's population of marnot concerned withreligious or spiritual matters. One of the various claims
the federal government. Honestly,
riage counselors and therapists? If made by some individuals concerns those Jews living in Israel. It is said that
the ttagedy here is that there ought
this were the case, then banning gay they are "secular" in nature. This is misleading.
to be a federal Constitutional
marriage may actually be an issue of
One cannot deny the fact the "dati" or "haredi" (religious) population in
amendment that allows people to national security, but neither the Israel is a minority when compared to the rest of the Israeli citizenry. But
marry regardless of their race or sex. President nor Mr. Jacoby have posed there is clarity to be made here when looking at these two groups. The rest
Conservatives are generally in favor the issue as such. Of course, seen in of the Jews in Israel may be "secular," but they are so in COMPARISON to
of increased state rights, so if state or another light, allowing gay marriage their religious peers in their country, not in comparison to those Jews living
local courts and citizens' vote in would be great for the economy. outside of Israel. This is why a secular Israeli Jew is not the same as a secfavor of changing their historically
Marriage and divorce counseling
ular American Jew. The following are some examples.
discriminatory laws, definitions, or might become increasingly booming
A secular American Jew is less inclined to keep Jewish dietary laws
. traditions, independent of the feder- lines of work, increased alcohol con- (Kashrut). He or she will be less likely to have a Jewish Orthodox wedding,
al government, I fail to understand
sumption by stressed out gay cou- go often to synagogue (apart from High Holidays), marry another Jew, or
the sentiment opposed to such poli- ples who can't get counseling would study some sort of Jewish education. The issue of intermarriage is a major
cy. It was states that allowed women
help the beer companies and pack- one in America. According to the SimpletoRemember.Com's website, over
to vote decades before that became . age stores, and window repairmen 50% of Jewish children are being raised as non-Jews, and over half of Jews
standard federal policy, and many would see an up-tick in business
in America are marrying outside of their faith. These things are occurring
other rights that we take for granted
from domestic arguments between
because a secular American Jew does not live in'a Jewish-majority society.
every day were won first on the local
married gay couples that cause
Compare this to a secular Israeli Jew. According to a recent poll taken iu
and state level before they were household glass to shatter.
Israel over 70% of Israeli citizens keep kosher, and most of the food in Israel
engaged and tackled on a larger
On the other hand, if by allowing is kosher. Take into account that 20% of Israeli citizens are not Jewish (and
scale. Arguing that this sort of advo- gay marriage we were to signal to
cacy is threatening to the national
our impressionable youth that homo- DEMOCRATS Up TO DIRTY TRICKS
interest is just preposterous.
sexuality is okay, then we'd see a
This is, of course, unless allowreduction in clinical depression in, NICK IYENGAR-OUT IN RiGHT FIELD
ing gays to marry actually threateus
and teen violence by confused and
their own human rights, and I do angry gay kids that think that their
I've never found the Democratic Party to have many redeeming qualities,
believe there are perfectly valid
but one has to give credit where credit is due. The Democrats are certainly
continued on page 6
creative. Throughout history, as elections have approached, Democrats have
always had tricks up their sleeve, and this year is no exception.
THE INDEPENDENT'S DILEMMA, PART
The first dirty trick Democrats have employed during this election season is the spreading of the myth, primarily to ignorant college students and
ZACH WEST - Go WEST, YOUNG MAN!
their unsuspecting parents, that if President Bush is reelected, the draft will
be brought back. Democrats hysterically point to recently defeated legislaA couple of weeks ago in the Bush-hating, Kerry-disliking inde- tion in Congress, legislation that sought to reinstate the draft. Conveniently,
Voice, I wrote the first part of the pendents who still want to cast a
the liberals fail to mention the fact that the bill,
independent's dilemma. Basically, it vote and make a difference. But that
which garnered only two supportive votes in the
comes down to this: there's a really, difference might end up as a differHouse, was introduced by Chuck Rangel, a liberal
really
big ence for the worse.
Support for
Democrat representing Harlem. Another liberal
election
Ralph Nader and the other thirdDemocrat, Fritz Hollings of South Carolina, supcoming up, party candidates will probably draw
ported a similar bill in the Senate.
the conseaway desperately-needed support for
"This [rumor] campaign is a baseless and
quences of Kerry, and the closeness of this elecmalevolent concoction of the Democratic Party, and
which will tion means that every vote counts.
everyone in this chamber knows it," said House
be
really,
So if you hate Bush, voting thirdMajority Leader Tom DeLay. "We've had enough
rea
1 I y party will just ensure you four more
of that. We're going to call them on it. The
important.
years of patriot acts and internation- Democrats are the only people that have a bill instituting the draft; we're
I, as a citial resentment, despite your convic- going to bring it out there, and we're going to put a nail in it."
zen of the tions about how Nader would make
The draft bill, which never had a prayer of passing in the first place, has
the world a better place.
United States, have the opportunity,
now been officially laid to rest by the House. Additionally, the Bush
and even the obligation, to influence
This argument has dissuaded Administration has flatly and unambiguously asserted that the army will
the election of the man who will lead many potential Nader supporters remain an all-volunteer force. In spite of this, Senator Kerry- and other
us for the next four years. That's the from casting a vote for him. Clearly, Democrats continue to insinuate or flat-out insist that a second term for
nice thing about living in a democrathe pragmatic
option becomes President Bush will signal the return of the draft.
cy - you get to choose your own increasingly
tempting as one's
leaders! WOW! So much better
hatred of Bush increases - but is it MEYER'S WORLD tuRNS UPSII>EDOWN
than a despotism, eh?
the right thing to do? As I wrote in
Well, kinda at least. You see, the my previous article, it boils down to ANDREW MEYER- I HAVE ADD
bad thing about democracy is that a question of civic duty: can it be
Wow, what a week. Hell froze over, pigs are flythe selection of potential leaders is right for me to vote for a candidate I
ing, Hitler converted to Judaism, and the Red Sox
don't believe in, just to prevent the
sometimes ... lacking. And by lackare in the World Series. I guess miracles can haping I mean absolutely terrible. And election of a candidate I think is
pen after all, especially when Jesus is your leadoff
worse? Or do I cast my ballot for the
by absolutely terrible I mean we're
hitter. By the time this column prints, we'll know if
candidate I truly support, despite his
all doomed.
they play Houston or St. Louis. Many people are
I at least know that I don't want low chances of victory and high
hoping for Houston, as it brings all sorts of subplots
to vote for Bush. Every day of that chances of spoilage? Again, there's
to the table (Clemens vs. the Red Sox, Kerry's
man's presidency has worsened our no right answer; it depends on which
Massachusetts vs. Bush's Texas, etc.), However,
you value more highly, theoretic
economy, damaged our respectabililet's not forget the many exciting aspects of a
civic duty or pragmatic interest in Boston-St. Louis World Series, such as ... urn ... well ... let's see ... there
ty, neglected our safety, and violated
getting Bush the hell out of office.
fundamental rules of grammar.
would be a lot of red jerseys on the field. Perhaps we didn't win the Cold
Voting third-party does, howev- War after all.
But what are the alternatives?
Well, I could always vote for Kerry. er, have an important but often-overI hope everybody had an exciting fall break. I know I did. In case you're
looked benefit: it sends a message. wondering: I spent my Thursday and Friday rafting through the Amazon in
But, as I discussed in my last article,
I don't like him much either. He's a In our rigid two-party democracy, no Brazil, mountain climbed in the Chilean Andes on Saturday (and practiced
or my Spanish), and came home Sunday.
welcome alternative to Bush, but not one without a Democratic
Republican Party backing has a
Actually, to be honest, I spent most of break lying on the couch watcha strong choice in his own right.
snowball's chance in hell of becom- ing TV. But that doesn't make for good writing material.
Voting for him would be pragmatic,
ing president.
If you think this
Getting back to baseball. .. how about that Yankees-Sox series? If I used
but would leave me feeling unsettled, as if I just asked to trade an seems kind of out-of-place in the words like "doozy", I would definitely be saying "What a doozy!" right
oldest and proudest democracy in around now. On a related note, if 1 ever call something a doozy, you have
imbecile for a moron.
the world, then voting third-parry my permission to slap me.
So if I hate Bush but still don't
We learned several things from this series. In fact, I think we should
want to vote for Kerry, I have two sends a big message. It lets your
country know that you think two make a big list of them, for several reasons. First of all, a list helps keep
.options: vote third-parry or abstain.
This week I will explore the ups and choices are not enough. If third- things organized. Second of all, I'm already running out of ideas for this
downs of third-party voting; next party voting were to increase over column, and a list takes up more space than paragraphs do.
the years, then one day in the far-off
American League Championship Series Observations:
week we' tackle abstention.
future we could see an independentVoting for a third party presents
1) Hideki Matsui is a robot. I think he pumped his fist once, and maybe
openedlills
mouth once as well, but other than thalt/he just hits, fields, and
~lself as an attra~ive option to the
~ continued on page 6

II

most of the Jews, as already mentioned, are secular) and you have a very
high figure of practice. When it comes to marriage, because most of the citizens are Jews the possibility a Jew will marry a non-Jew is virtuaJly nonexistent. In addition, and this will be explained later on in this column,
everyone has an Orthodox wedding. Finally, most non-religious Israeli Jews
have a Jewish education, even if their children go to a non-religious school.
I personally relate to this, as I studied over 4 years of Torah in Israeli elementary school, even though I was in a non-religious school. Here you have
a Jewish society which maintains integral practices, creating an atmosphere
where even a "secular" Israeli Jew can continue to sustain an identity which
separates his lifestyle from the non-Jew.
Most Jews for centuries have been out of the Land of Israel and, until the
establishment of the State of Jsrael, in societies where they have been the
minority, leading as previously described to the formation of various Jewish
braches, differing in how strict they were in adherence to Jewish law. Let me
blunt, the existence of various factions is understandable in the Diaspora
(because Jews have to conform to living as a minority), but I do not agree
with those who say their practices should be given equal prominence to the
Orthodox branch in a society which is in majority Jewish (i.e. Israel). There
have been attempts to infringe upon this by some, such as lately a move by
non-Orthodox Jews outside of Israel who are trying to make Israel construct
a separate area at the Western Wall where Jewish men and women can pray
together. This is not the right way to go. Every single Jew should strive to
be Orthodox. In that process, which may take a long time or until one reaches a Jewish society, it is impeccable to understand that your presence in a
certain branch, such as Conservative or Reform, is not a strict presence ..
When someone asks a Jew, for example, "do you keep kosher?" the answer
should not be "No" but "Not yet." You shouldn't say "I am Reform, so I
don't do it." You are constantly supposed to be moving up in religious observance, even if it is minimal from year to year.
Movements such as Conservative and Reform are in need on the outside
•
of Israel, where Orthodox practices are difficult to follow. They are needed
solely in non-Jewish societies, where new interpretation must be made for
Jewish individuals in their environments.
In America, numerous
Conservative and Reform Jews break the Shabbat in order to get to the synagogue for Friday night or Saturday morning services. It is "allowed" traditionally for people who live far away from a synagogue. The Reform movement, particularly, has tried to play down the ritual part of being Jewish,
remarking that many of them pertain to the past. These are the types of
issues which will not be a problem in Israel: you have synagogues in walking distance, kosher food everywhere, and Jews to choose for marriage.
There is no need for movements which pertain to being on the outside of
IsraeL In essence, once all Jews move to Israel, those movements should
wither away. It may take a long time for this to happen, but just like the disappearance of the "Temple Cult" there will be the creation of the "Israel
Cult" where you revolve around it in unison, within a Jewish society. This
will stay the same until the Temple is rebuilt, and then there will be another
transformation.
Now, this is not to say that in Israel everyone is the same Jew, even if the

continued
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"It's pretty clear, if George Bush is reelected, there is going to be a draft,"
said Rep. Jim McDermott, a Washington Democrat. Rep. Sheila JacksonLee, a Texas Democrat, said ''There is a secret plan for a draft."
A secret plan for a draft? That sounds like something one of the craziest
liberals at Conn would yelp about, but one would think that a United States
Congressman would be able to move beyond conspiraey theories and stan
thinking rationally. Introducing the draft after 31 years would be political
suicide. No administration will move in that direction unless America
becomes involved in a conflict on the scale of World War Two. The probability of this occurring is small, as War on Terror, by nature, involves a
smaller amount of troops who are highly mobile and able to react at a
moment's notice.
Nevertheless, the Democrats have committed themselves to this conspiracy theory, and Senator Kerry's election fortunes will depend, to an extent,
on how much this myth implants itself in the minds of Americans.
The draft fantasy is not the only trick Democrats are trying to play to
help themselves on November 2. The Kerry campaign and the DNC are
advising their campaign operatives to allege voter intimidation, even if noneexists in fact. In a lengthy election manual to be released as Election Day
approaches, Democrats are told that even "If no signs of intimidation techniques have emerged yet, launch a pre-emptive strike."
We might not know what else the Democrats are up to until after Election
Day. But whether it's dead people and pets voting (a la 1960) or something
else, we can bet Democrats will be up to some funny stuff over the next coupIe of weeks.

silently puts up ridiculous numbers. Didn't anyone inform him that professional athletes are supposed to be spoiled brats who complain a lot?
2) Speaking of spoiled brats ... A-Rod sucks. I don't mean he sucks at
baseball. He is a very good player. He just sucks in general. Did you see
him make an innocent and appalled look when the umpires called him out,
after he slapped the bailout of Arroyo's glove? What if Bobby Brown made
that face after he slapped Whitney Houston? Apparently 250 million dollars;
can not buy sportsmanship. It also can't buy any lip gloss color other than
"Dead Man's Purple."
3) David Ortiz is a very large man.
4) Tony Clark is a very tall man.
4) Pokey Reese is not a very large man. He is also not a very tall man.
But he is a man. Unless he's hiding something.
5) We should never count Johnny Damon out of anything. J mean, he.
looks like a guy who DIED, and then CAME BACK TO LIFE. And we were,
woudering if he could break out of a slump ...
6) Both of these teams would beat the Mets, who, in case you were wondering, still suck.
7) Fox only has about 4 commercials, and they will continue to show
them over and over until the apocalypse begins. And they'll probably keep.
showing them through that.
8) Curt Schilling pitched for the Red Sox while wearing a sock that was
stained red. 1 haven't seen guts like that since Nickelodeon.
Well, that wraps up this sorry excuse for a column. I'd love to stay ano
write more, but Thursday night's activities are closing in fast, and I need
time to prega- uh, I mean, shower, before I go out. Have fun watching tho,
World Series. One final observation for you:
Nobody ~the World Series pops his collar.

,
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Sunbeam to Shine in Palmer this Friday
By TAnoR K.m
STAn WRITER

This Friday, October 22nd at 8pm, the
'performing dance troop, 33 Fainting Spells,
will be performing a piece entitled lOur
Little Sunbeaml in Palmer Auditorium, lOur
Little Sunbeam! has been described by the
New York Times as "smart, slyly hilarious ... absurdisr theater." The piece is a
cance-theater
collision between Anton
'{:hekhov's Ilvanovi and the U.S. Space
Program. The Spells use a combinat.ion of
original pop and rap music, as well as music
by Neil Young, Led Zeppelin, and Lou Reed.
: Adclitionally, a diverse dance vocabulary is
:utilized to portray the distinct despair of
'thekhov's script while pitting it against the
pure joy of American astronauts as they gaze
at the earth for the first time from their vantage point in. space.
The show is directed by Dayna Hanson
and Gaelen Hanson (no relation), as well as
guest artist Linas Phillips. Hanson and
Hanson founded 33 Fainting Spells a decade
ago and it didn't take them long to attract
attention. Their pieces posses a distinctly
free spirit of imagination and a definite
European feel seeking ambiguity and chaos.
'Their style has been divergent from the
beginning, and they now boast an impressive
list of commissioners, as well as influential
·patrons.
\
33 Fainting Spells is now the most
:famous Seattle dance export except for the
.mammoth Pacific Northwest Ballet and the
Spells partake in both national and interna-

tional tours. Its popularity has much to do
with its loyalty to the elements of surprise
and revelation which have been a part of the
Hansons' signature from the start. The "multimedia garage-style production" is heavy
on talk, although about half of what's heard
is recorded text including interspersed conversations between astronauts oddly accompanied by pieces of line dances from the
60s, and zero gravity experiments.
State-of-the-art digital and technological
capabilities are put to use to maximize the
dawn of the tech age, and a television shows
clips of the astronauts and the dances
throughout the piece. lOur Little Sunbeam!
speculates on the problem of perspective,
and concludes that situations seen at a distance appear small. This issue is mused upon
by two stuffed owls, which are moved
around on pedestals and act as both props
and cast members.
lOur Little Sunbeam! as performed by 33
Fainting Spells has been characterized as
"reality theater," and it compresses time and
space in such a way that everything occurs
on one plane-the stage. Loyal to the true
spirit of the company, the piece is about the
realm of imagination and its sense of magic
and personal freedom, and it promises to be
a mind-bending and out of the ordinary production here at Connecticut College.
As part of the OnStage series, lOur Little
Sunbeam! will be presented in the Palmer
Auditorium on Friday, October 22nd at 8pm.
Tickets range from $14 to $22 for non-students, $12 to $20 for senior citizens, and $7
to $11 for Conn students with ill.

Contemporary dance troop 33 Fainting Spells will present their original perfomumce entitled "Our Little Sunbeam" tbis Friday at 8pm in Palmer auditorium

Creek's Thile Pleases with Deceiver
By PAUL DRYDEN
AssOCIATE A&.E EDITOR

By AREn SAKELLARIS

,-------------------.'

AssOCIATE A&.E EDITOR

With the abundance of fanfare on campus over The
Daily Show and Jon Stewart's own media appearances
last weekend, I decided to check out what Stewart is all
-aboot and what exactly he preaches to the embittered
masses in his hit book America (The Book). Needless to
r say, as a member of the minority that does not watch h.is
show, I was in for a rude awakening.
For those who do not want to be faced with mildly
~offensive jabs at Jews, Blacks, Hispanics, and white
males, perhaps you should skip this one. Of course it's
:all banter, but still try this on for size: Stewart's requirements for a qualified Secretary of Transportation are
"Driven a car before? Seen an airplane? Hispanic?
·Good- put on this tie." And if you are also a modest per•son, perhaps less amused by the current glorification of
~iex, close your eyes when you get to abominable page
depicting the Supreme Court Justices in the buff ... completely. Scary stuff.
If you're still interested, then the book is an excellent
source of the honest to God truth about our nation's
inner workings; from the "Founding Mothers" to the
"Game of the Presidency!" to the "C-SPAN Drinking
Game." All those familiar elements from your middle
school social studies class are here, with the addition of
all the conunents you wish you could make in govern-

Chris Thile, mandolin player for the Grammy-winning bluegrass band Nickel Creek, is one ofthe mosttalented musicians of our genera.
UTlrorr.... nn.tion. This past week, he
,;,y~'I.Ii:."'1II.1.:::I.
released his fifth solo album,
(TIlE 11001<)
Deceiver, which features the
virtuoso as a musician (playing
over 25 instruments), vocalist,
and songwriter.
However,
do
not
be
"deceived." The album has a
style that is more rocking than
anything Thile has ever released
before. While he is not tbe first
musician to tackle a one man
show in the studio, the variety
of instruments and musical
styles he uses to blend genres is
particularly impressive.
Nickel Creek was formed
when Thile was eight and, byL ......~iliill!b.
ment class but fear accusations of harboring anti- the time he was 13, he had
American or un-American sentiments.
released his first solo album on the renowned roots rock
Scattered throughout the book you'll find yourself label, Sugar Hill. Now 23, Thile is-considered one of the
laughing at all the "side-slitting" comments, the zany finest mandolinists in the world. He began playing at age
graphs, sketches of an Election Campaign tour bus, the five, learning from other bluegrass players.
Third Parties Cemetery, the Presidential Library (it ain't
Thile has always been a dedicated student of all genlike Shain), and a whole slew of other random tid-bits.
res: classic, jazz, pop, and rock, which are all reflected
in Deceiver. On the album, he plays electric guitars, vio-

Jump Off the
Bandwagon!
Veronica Mars
UPN Tuesday 9pm
I hate pretty much every teen drama currently available on television, which is terrible
because, aside from crime drama, that's pretty
much all there is. But then there's Veronica
Mars, which is a teen drama with a crime drama
twist, and, surprise, surprise: it works. Veronica
Mars is a high school student slash private investigator. While her dad is a former sheriff now
EMILY MORSE
running a private detective agency, Veronica
Jump OHthe Bandwagonl uncovers crimes and solves mysteries for her

"=========

peers at Neptune High Scbool. Apparent solar
system themes aside, Mars stands out from the
current blur of prime time television options. The characters are believable
and not oversexed like the high-schoolers on programs like The O.c. The
plot is riveting. Last week Veronica helped track down a friend's thoughtto-be dead father, only to find that he wasn't dead but missing ... and not
missing but trans gender. This week Veronica, with the help of her friend
Wallace, went undercover as a cyber nerd to reveal a scam college kids had
been using to fund a videogame development project tbat would bave made
them millions had it 1101 been for tbe high school sleuths. And of course,
there are the side, stories. You have a
little romance brewing, and touchier
subjects like coping with the year-old
murder of a young friend, or
Veronica's ongoing search for her
. own runaway mother. But best of all,
the character of Veronica is tbe epitome of the positive female image she's clever and smart, but not the
show's token geek. She's pretty but
t without her insecurities, and cer-

!"

h
"

lin, viola, cello, varying bass instruments, drums, piano,
Wurlitzer, B-3, bouzouki, and much more.
"1 feel like we loaded these songs," Thile comments.
"1 wanted to be able to dig as deep as they wished, to
give them things to follow. My favorite records do that.
________
...,-,1 love the idea of someone
getting in there and having
the songs mean different
things every time you listen
to it. The songs are an investment."
Thile could not describe
the album any better. It
bounces all over the place
but still retains solid songwriting, production, musicianship, and flow. It is on
par witb his previous solo
work, but at 200 percent.
Even more impressively,
Thile had no experienoe
playing several of the instruments before going into the
studio. "1 really couldn't
play most of the instruments
that I use on this record, which was liberating," he says,
"For instance, keyboards. Most people start by learning
it, but I never did. I don't think like a keyboard player,
and a keyboard player doesn't think like a drummer,
doesn't think like a bass player, doesn't think like a man,
dolin player. So, it provided opportunities to come up

continued on page 6
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Cooler Women in the Media? ,We Found 'Em
you should be watching on Tuesday evenings, not only 'cause there's nothing else decent on the tube, but because if you don't, you'll have no idea
what all tbe kids are talking about when this thing bits it big within the next
few months. For more information on Veronica Mars, visit the show's website at www.upn.com- it'll at least clue you in.

logarithms to evaluate Log5 + Log I 0 + Log2" with an angry man drawing
screaming "GET OFF MY PROPERTY!!!!"). When it comes down to it,
/Found! is infinite fun - and I really do mean infinite, since not only is
/Found! also a magazine that you can pick up on an ongoing basis, but I
guarantee post-read you'll be ransacking recycling bins looking for finds of
your own.

FOUND By Davy Rothbart, creator of Found Magazine
www.foundmagazine.com
I love watching The Late Show with David Letterman for several reasons. My most recent reason is that without Letterman, I never would bave
found Found. Found is an anthology of vagabond treasures - notes fallen
out of books, signs blown from shop windows, photos in attics, paper stuck
to the bottom of your shoe. Each page is a collage of these items, ranging
from rib-crackingly hysterical to tear-jerkingly moving to just plain sweet.
For example, a sign found by Dann"Fr::iP'\Ii~li"ii'l
Kallman
in Minnesota
reads:
"WARNING. The iguana is loose on
tbe porch - before entering, make
damn sure that she is not going to
bolt out the door when you open
it ... " There's a postcard from the
1920's that includes the words"
you are married tear this note up and
don't tell your husband. If you are
single and long for a life partner, I
am ready to leap without looking as~------';"'-----"
long as I will find you where I land." Another of my favorites is a flyer that
reads "Colon Hole will not be performing tonight," One letter found in
Illinois reads "Last night was terrible! I'm so mad at you! I thought we
agreed about that thing you do" .you know? It's not kinky .. it's GROSS!"
Another, found in Delaware, announces "_HEY GROUCHY!_ Don't call
me til you have ",good news , about my limes, the goonies, and Rhode
Island, well, any 2 of the 3." /Found! inclodes finds from many countries as
well as all 50 states (page 5 includes an index that allows you to lfind! what
was Ifound! in your homestate. One of the finds from my bomestate Maine - is an algebra test where a student took some creative liberties,
grapbing smiley faces and answering the question "use the properties of

Ultra
Image Comics
Created by the Luna Brotbers
You'd think a comic book about
the every-day lives of super-heroines
might be kinda boring. You know, the
whole point of comics is the action
and drama of super-heroism. But, the
minute you get through IUltra! #1,
you care about the girls behind the
masks, IUltra! catalogues the lives of
three women who save lives and
trump armed robberies individually
by day, but party together by night.
And we see very little of the heroic
action - we're mostly indulged in the
personal lives of Pearl (a.k.a. Ultra), Olivia (a.k.a, Aphrodite) and Jen
(a.k.a. Cowgirl) in a very IScx and the Cityl style. Pearl is too busy for love,
Olivia is to busy for work, and Jen is too busy for herself. These ladies are
a far cry from tbe well-known beroes of Marvel and DC. Yes, they weat
costumes, but they're also autograph-signing
celebrities with agents to con,
suIt and public servants with reports to file. The /Ultra! girls can be cute
(dumpster-diving for an accidentally trashed phone number), bad-ass
(puttin' on the pummel at a would-be crime scene), and downrigbt sexy
(hey, the cover of issue If2 is modeled after IMaximJ Magazine). Each cover
is actually modeled after a different magazine, and inside the pages are fake
ads featuring OUI super-femmes as endorsers. At the end of each issue is a
mock magazine article featuring one of the heroines in the style of the mag,
azme resembled on the cover. /Ultra! is Dot only a compelling read, but a
fresb approach to comics that I think will appeal not only to loyal Marvel
and DC super hero fans, bnt to readers new to comics altogether.

tainly not without the token high school bitch. Veronica Mars is the show
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KMFDM Wages WWIII on Hartford in Final Tour
By RACHEL GAINES

A&E

EDITOR

• • On October 26, industrial-rock
•~eterans KMFDM will kick off their
:American tour at Hartford's Webster
"Theater. This news should come as a
great relief to those students sick of
•both the college rock scene and the
.Rolitical madness leading up to
:JSovember's elections. The tour is
:I1romoting the metal gods' new
album entitled WWlIl that will offer
an alternative to both.
•
Sacha Komietzko (vocals and
:synth), Raymond Watts (vocals),
:tucia Cifarelli (vocals), Bill Rieflin
;o:>ass), Joolz Hodgson (guitar),
.Steve White (guitar), and Andy
~Selway (drums), who comprise
~KMFDM, have headlined in the
;ndustrial-rock world for 20 years
"Il0W and have 15 albums to their
'credit, have consistently produced
original and, at times, prolific music.
Their fall North American tour is no
:exception. When promoting songs
:1lke "Bullets, Bombs, and Bigotry"
-and "Jihad," it is no secret what mes-

listeners: Not to mention "Moron," a
non-too-subtle jab at the man in the
White House.
But if political enthusiasm (or
overt criticism) doesn't energize
you, the heavy bass and racing beats
are sure to get your head banging,
Rob Zombie-esque at times, even
those Guster lovers and Dave
Matthews addicts can't avoid the
adrenaline rush that comes when the
drums kick in. And that's just from
listening to the album.
WWIII is nothing new in the
sense that the flavor and energy,
comparable to Gwar, are still present, but as the first album on
Sanctuary Records, the band takes a
new approach to the recording
process. "I really like how we
worked as a band this time around,"
says vocalist/keyboardist
Sascha
"Kap'n K" Konietzko. "In comparison to WWIIJ, [our last album] was a
patchwork of material that came to
frnition during a period in which we
regrouped as KMFDM." Much of
the songwriting on both albums can

Cifarelli, but the production of the
current album was more a team
effort than ever before .
This time around, Konietzko
went into the recording studio with
Selway and Hodgson. "It was a
whole new experience to have a real
drummer playing on an entire
album, and to have Joolz take on
serious progranuning and engineering tasks in addition to being a fantastic
multi-instrumentalist,"
Konietzko comments. He adds that
recording WWIII, unlike the stressfuJ experiences of the past, was simply fun.
As heart-pumping
as WWIlI
promises to be, KMFDM's live performance is guaranteed to be an
even bigger thrill. The simple fact
that the band has seven members on
stage at once adds dramatically to
the energy that flows through the
show, and it helps to have heavy,
industrial-style synth backing the
guitars, bass, and drums.
Frankly; there are few better
places to see a high octane act like

The revamped art-deco movie theater has been entertaining crowds
for over 60 years and, for the past 5,
has been named the best place to see
a band in Hartford. Located within
walking distance of Trinity College

almost as perfect as the ambience.
If you want to know what you're
getting yonrself into before you dive
into the mosh pits of metal-heads,
you can pick up last year's DVD
release from KMFDM entitled
Sturm Und Drang or log onto their

website at www.k:mfdm.net for tour
photos and informational links. You
can get tickets to this fantastic show
either through the band's site, or by
contacting the Webster Theater
directly at 860-525-5553 or on-line
at www.webstertheater.com.
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STAFF WRITER

Aside from the stunningly few active members of Conn's political groups, most of you probably are sick of hearing two middle aged men
slam each other with harsh words in hopes of
securing the title of Commander in Chief,
However, sick as you might be, this election is
incredibly important for our country, and being
apathetic towards it is just not an option.
The election - which includes more races than
you can shake a stick at, inclnding the neck-andneck Simmons/Sullivan race - is in Ollf hands.
We have the duty as a hugely capable generation
of Americans to ensure that our country is run by
'the people we want in office. I have heard a lot of
people say that they don't think they are going to
vote for one reason or another; some say they
don't care who is going to be president, some say
they are too lazy to vote, and some say they just
don't know enough about the candidates. Well
those excuses aren't good enough.
: Stop being apathetic and lazy, get' your infor-

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

marion from one of the thousands of web sites on
,the internet and get out and vote! And, as an
incentive, SAC, CC Republicans, CC Democrats,
and CC Left are going to throw a big party tomorrow night to get you psyched up. You've seen the
signs around campus, so get ready to HUMP THE
'VOTE.

'. Over the past few years, the SAC-sponsored
Fall Concert has failed to attract the crowds that it
needs, so this year the event was revamped with
,some outside help. SAC and the political groups
on campus got together to discuss ways that the
election could be turned into a huge social event,
with a special focus on the message "Get Out and
Vote!" The result: the Hump the Vote Concert.
Imagine the atmospheres of the political conventions and your favorite concert venue fused
together to create one of the craziest, most energetic, most patriotic events Conn has ever seen.
That's what you can expect tomorrow night.
Don't take roy word for it, come out and see for

yourself.
Hump the Vote reunites Conn with student
favorite band Zox. For those of you who don't
know Zox, here is the run down: Zox is a four
piece band - Guitar, Bass, Drums ... and Electric
Violin. Organized at Brown in Providence, Zox
brings to the music scene something truly unique
and original, a style that literally covers every
base, They mix punk, rock, alternative, reggae,
jam, and, as you might expect from a violin, classical, and what results is ecstasy for the ears. Ask
around campus, Zox is one of the best live shows
in all of music right now. Despite their rookiestatus in the music world, and as a true testament
to their talent, they have toured recently with The
Black Eyed Peas, The Roots, Dispatch, Guster,
Rusted Root, Goldfinger, Cowboy Mouth,

Virginia Coalition, Common, The Starting Line,
Further Seems Forever, Petey Pablo, and The
Sugar Hill Gang, to name a few.
On top of the concert, the political groups will
be around to tell you about different candidates,
and there will be free food, cool t-shirts for sale,
and tons of exciting give-aways. So tomorrow
night, Saturday the 23rd, at 10:30, come out to
Cro to witness something spectacular. After all,
when is the next time that you get to support your
country and right to vote, see CC Left, CC
Democrats, and CC Republicans working together, and see the best concert on campus this semester? This event will blow your expectations out of
the water (in a good way), so dress your best (and
patrioticly too!) and get out to HUMP THE
VOTE.

Not a Typical Friday Night
By CHRISTIAN CLANSKY
STAFF WRiTER

Hollywood loves great sports films. Field of
Dreams, Hoosiers, Remember the TItans, and The
Natural come to mind. Friday Night Light should
not be counted in this prestigious
group.
However, that is not to say the film doesn't
deserve consideration. In fact, I would say that
Nick Berg, the film's director (who is, incidentally, the cousin of Buzz Bissinger who wrote the
book that the film is adapted from) did not intend
to join the those ranks. What he created instead is
a gritty drama about the pain of commitment and

expectations,
Friday Night Lights tells the story of a Texas
high school football team, its players, and the
town that revolves around it. More specifically,
the film covers the lives of four individuals. Billy
Bob Thorton plays Coach Gary Gaines, who is
idolized as the messiah who can deliver a perfect
season and state championship to the town of
Odessa. Throughout the film he braves threats to
his physical and financial security as his team
struggles to recover from the loss of their star
player, Bobbie Miles, Miles considers himself to
be a football god based on his accolades and
praise from the community; he carries the team in
every respect of the word. However, for Miles and
his uncle (more of a father figure), a devastating

knee injury puts into the reality that withont football, Miles is nothing. His obsessive focns on the
game leaves him coming up short in every other
aspect of life.
Don Billingsley is a running back and team
captain who snffers at the hands of his drunken
father, who expects nothing short of a state title
from his son. Billingsley's confidence is shaken
by poor performance in a big game and then shattered by his father's disappointment.
The fourth, and argnably main, character of
the film is Mike Winchell, the star qnarterback
who is far more reluctant to invest himself in the
sport than his teammates. Despite his tremendous
talent, Winchell is more concerned with his ailing
mother than with football. The a-typical jock
serves as an unlikely and unusually sensitive hero.
After Miles' injury, the team pulls themselves
together and sets their sights on the state championship. I'll leave the story at that, but rest assured
that nearly every Sports movie cliche you've seen
can be expected. That is what makes Friday Night
Lights a bad Sports movie.
Despite its lack of originality, such a strong
cast of young actors is something to be admired.
Miles, Billingsley, and Winchell sting the audience with their frank portrayals and the excellent
supporting cast also makes a strong impression.
Billy Bob Thorton delivers a typically good perI,

formance. It is Tim McGraw, however, as
Billingsley's abusive, alcoholic father who delivers the standout performance of the film. After
seeing this film, [ gladly label him as one of the
only singers who can legitimately call himself an
actor too.
Where this film succeeds and escapes a forgettab~e fate is in its honest, realistic portrayal of
the complexity of commitment in sports. Films
like Hoosiers and Remember the Titans show
actors training hard and injuring themselves, but
the Friday Night Lights actors bleed. They cry
real tears. They seem to understand pain and
understand that the whole world rests on their
shoolders. Billingsley comments to Winchell in
one scene how incredible it is that they are only
seventeen. Winchell replies, "Do you feel seventeen?" Of course they don't, nor should they, for
never has a seventeen year-old felt more pressure
to perform and succeed. It's this stark realism and
honesty as well as excellent cinematography that
makes Friday Night Lights worth seeing.
Normally I would recommend a film like this for
a DVD rental, but Friday Night Lights deserves a
shot in the theaters. The larger than life expectations that the films' characters have to face manifest themselves so much more effectively on the
big screen.
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SGAEndorses the Revised Strategic Plan with Enthusiasm
By THOMAS McEvoy
Nb'WS EDITOR

On October 5 President
Fainstein
accepted
the
Strategic
Planning
Committee's finalized document: Connecticut
College
2011: Launching the Second
Century. Two days later the
Student
Government
Association (SGA) showed
their support for the strategic
plan by endorsing it during
their weekly meeting in the
1941 Room. The Assembly
approved it by nearly a twothirds vote, and only a simple
majority was needed for the
document to receive their
endorsement.
The Strategic Planning
Committee was charged last
Fall semester by President
Fainstein
to evaluate
the
College's vision of itself as it
reaches its centennial and to
derive achievable goals for the
future,
In his acceptance letter of
the strategic plan to the entire
campus community, Fainstein
showed his optimism for the
College's future. "Through
adherence to our institutional
values so eloquently expressed
in the plan, and through implementation of the actions rec-

om mended in
support of the plan's five
goals, the College will have
achieved a new, even higher
level
of quality by 2011."
President of the SGA, Pete
Lelek, commented on the
Committee's
work.
"The
Strategic Planning Committee
must be commended
for
authoring a document that will
effectively guide the college
through its centennial. With
such a powerful and comprehensive strategic plan, we are
very confident about the direction of Connecticut College."
When members of the
Strategic Planning Committee
presented their revised document
to the
SGA
on
September 23, many of the
Assembly's questions focused
on residential and enrollment
issues. Lelek noted that the
Assembly had been reviewing
the plan for three weeks in
order to gain a thorough
understanding of its proposals.
One Senator, Owen Kloter,
who voted against the endorsement,
stated
that
the
Committee was unspecific as
to how the College can accumulate the funding for the
projects ontlined in the plan.
He further noted that the

Members of the Strategic Planning Committee gave a presentation of their revised document to tbe SGA in September, uba
Committee seems to be unpreporting existing programs.
The strategic plan now
pared to cover the magnitude
Pete Lelek was generally
awaits its official approval by
of spending that is proposed.
in favor of the plan. "It's a the Board of Trustees this
Kloter finally added that the pretty good form," Lelek said. weekend. Once they approve
strategic plan should place
"It has capital projects that stuit, the document will then be
greater emphasis on maintaindents and other constituencies
brought to the Priorities,
ing current buildings and sup- think are important."
Planning,
and
Budget

then endorsed

it

dun'ng tbeir meeting on October 7.

Committee (PPBC), which
determines the budget and
enrollment of the College. The
Conunittee will be responsible
for reviewing the document
and gaining funds and support
for many of its projects.

The revised strategic plan,
along
with
President
Fainstein's acceptance letter of
it, are now available to the
College community through
Camelweb.

Stewart's America: Offensive Conn Students Promote Voting
continued from page 4
Brilliantly sprinkled in to highlight just how much
Canada sucks is Samantha Bee's "Would You Mind if I
Told You How We Do It in Canada" articles plus totally
unflattering pictures of Miss Bee! Oddly, Stewart
remains popular in Canada despite the shows biting
mockery of our neighbors to the North. You've got to
respect the fact that they can take a joke.
For those readers who may not have time to get
through the entire book cover to cover, I recommend
chapter six's "Campaigns and Elections: America
Changes the Sheets," because, if you haven't noticed, we
are in the final weeks leading up to the big day. Stewart's
"Do You Have 'It'?" quiz can help you find out your
chances of holding any office in your lifetime. Then,
chapter seven's "The Media: Democracy's Guardian
Angel" and "The Media: Democracy's
Valiant
Vulgarians" help sort through the media blitzkrieg for
those of us who can't pinpoint a broadcast's biases. It
includes a typically cynical timeline of "news milestones" such as "1996 Fox Populi: Fox News debuts,
finally giving voice to white American males."
For light reading, or if you need to make up your
mind before the CCLeft and CCR kids come to pound on
your door with voter registration cards, then just read the
back pages' "Skull vs. Bones: The Thrilla in Vanilla."
Stewart lays Dubya and JFK (John Forbes Kerry) sideby-side to assist those independents in choosing which
candidate they hate less. Bush is the guy whd "hopped
pff the stool... winked and shot me the double guns. He

pointed to the Addams Family pinball machine in the
corner, 'Knock yourself out,' he said with a devilish grin.
'It's rigged so you can play free.''' How surprising: a
political comedian depicting George W. Bush as juvenile.
As for Kerry, he's actually "so strong on defense, his
warrior's rage gets the best of him sometimes." Like an
instance after punching a reporter, the book shows Kerry
saying "Don't worry, it's cool. I'm not even drunk:. Just
be sure to write about the part where I hit you." Another
comic shocker here as Stewart pokes fun at Kerry's
manipulation of media coverage.
When all's been said though, Stewart does not blatantly favor one candidate over the other. That small bit
is reassuring; as seriously as he takes his job as a comedian and entertainer, he embraces his role as a political
informant just as tightly. The book uses Stewart's wit
and sarcasm to bring up actual issues with both sides and
lets the reader draw his/her own conclusions,
Finally, to make all tbe overachievers out there feel
less guilt-ridden when they sit down and read this book
in one sitting, there is an irony to be found that's more
than a little heartwarming. America (The Book), formatted like a civics textbook, "is "not only more informative
about how American government and culture work than
the textbooks it burlesques, but gives us a keener sense
of having a stake in both." What could be more
American than feeling like an individual who matters in
this fabulous republic where we all harmoniously
reside?

continued from page 1 can donate money to this project
very much needed. It will also serve
as a model for young people wanting
to work with this population in other
communities."
RADAR International is relying
on donations from individual donors
to continue their efforts. Individuals

While the Wisconsin Project will
through the organization's website,
conclude at the commencement of
www.radarinternational.org.
this presidential election, Kaufman
Kaufman said, "Our target is to raise added that he hopes his and McGill's
$3000 before the November elec- "research will have a lasting impact
tion, and we are hoping to get 100 on the way low-income individuals
citizens to donate $20 to supplement
are seen by politicians and the genthe grants
we have already • eral public."
received."
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Creek's Thile Pleases with Deceiver
continued from page 4
~ith different solutions to the same problems."
:• Deceiver begins with "Wrong Idea," a naive love song that starts with trickling piano and strings. As the song
'progresses though, it builds into a full rock song as Thile attains a strong vocal level that was never approached by
Nickel Creek. The second song, "On Ice," is a more traditional Nickel Creek song, dominated by mandolin and
acoustic guitar. However, once again, as the song develops, the drums kick in, electric guitar sounds, Thile's voice
rises, and a new rock-bluegrass is created. The fifth track, "Empire Falls," is a favorite. It's just straight out catchy
pop rock. The song is a tribute to the Pulitzer Prize-winning novel of the same title by Richard Russo.
Unlike his other solo albums, Thile includes only two instrumentals on Deceiver. He recently described these
'songs as "palette cleansers." The only thing really missing on Deceiver is Sara Watkins (Nickel Creek's vocalist and
fiddle player). While I enjoy Thile's emotional vocals, they can get monotonous after too many listens. In Nickel
Creek, Watkins is a great contrast and stabilizer, but Thile's instrumentation makes up. where his voice falls short.
Only in his early 20s, the diversity and solidity of Chris Thile's musical catalog is simply amazing. Deceiver is
~ust another great addition that blows the doors open with optimism and possibility for what will come with this
'musical genius.

SURE TO FALL (IN LOVE WITH YOU)
ADAM WEINBERG· TIlE HEBREW liAMMER

continued from page 3

sexual orientation is inherently wrong, decreased violence by straigbt kids who would otherwise believe that gays
are unequal and sub-human, a reduction in teen pregnancies, and a similar downturn in population growth. A reduction in the rates of any of these areas would usually be considered positive developments when evaluating the social
health of a community.
So, Jacoby, tell me again why defining marriage as a relationship between a man and a woman, and effectively banning gay marriage, is important for our society? The president is talking about a Constitutional Amendment,
so it must be pretty serious. They couldn't possibly be changing the constitution because whole big bunches of people feel uncomfortable or yucky when they think about gays tying the proverbial marriage knot? I suppose we could
INDEPENDENT'S DILEMMA, PART
argue that there is precedent for this sort of thing since the prohibition of alcohol happened, and that was great, but,
jeez, we repealed that because society realized that taking away freedoms from Americans is bad, right?
If most straight people in America do actually believe that their safety and traditions are threatened by gay mar'lACII
WEST· Go WEST, YOUNG MAN!
,
riage, then this is a country of the feeble and cowardly. Sure, most other countries might find gay marriage to be
continued from page 3 ghastly and unheard of, but America is supposed to be a beacon of freedom and progress for the world's wretched
, green-, libertarian-, or (gasp!) socialist-party president taking office.
and oppressed. The federal government must allow the states to make every valiant attempt to lead our world to
Indeed, it's not much of a democracy when you have only two choices. But that's where we find ourselves, and greater freedom. Sometimes freedom and progress need not always be demonstrated with the barrel of a gun, but
it's not going to change by November 2. So if you choose to vote third-party, you'll send a message, and make a instead through leadership by example.
'difference, but that difference may be negative. Or you can vote for Kerry, even if you don't believe in him. Don't
'like either option? Then sit home and eat potato chips while everyone else is out voting. We'll explore the option
:of abstention next week.
I
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Diversity Lecture Focuses on Ethnic Center

,

continued on page J
•

of culture here, which makes learning about the subject more difficult. This situation is challenging because it makes
it easy to project "difference" into merely the-outside world and not apply it on campus. Having a classroom with
diverse life experiences would greatly enrich the learning process. Professor Olvera added, "[The College] is getting
better at recruitment [of minority groups]; the institution is working on it." Ganti responded that while the school
• does seek both students and faculty from underrepresented groups, there is a high turnover rate among these indio
viduals. "The issue of recruitment and retention is a systemic thing that needs to be addressed," Ganti said.
Professor Olvera also noted that minorities are becoming majorities in our country and as such the faculty needs
to help students think about what race, diversity and ethnicity mean in today's society. She posed the question of
• addressing what labels and "all those words" truly mean in a social context.
Student Lori Richter commented that she hopes that the center will "engage students in internal dialogues" and
force them to recognize the social framework in place around them and make them re-evaluate their "mindless
• acceptance of white privilege."

I
companv now hiring people belWeen the ages of 18
to 25 to work pan time!
I
Visit: hllP:lJwww.coVls.comisuppon.html
I
for complete details.
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Monday, October 25

AUSTRALIA

1:30-3:30pm
Information Table In
Student Center

CHILE
COSTA RICA

Meet representative
Carolyn Watson

CUBA
ENGLAND
MEXICO

Outstanding services and
university programs

NEW ZEALAND

Housing, excursions, transcripts,
and much more included.
Internships and scholarships
available.

NORTHERN IRELAND

K1LUNGTON
MOUNT SNOW
SUGARLOAF
SUNO"Y RIVER
P1CO

REPUBLIC OF IRELAND
SCOTLAND

ATTITA5H

SPAIN

FROM $199:
EXPIFU:iS OCT; 25

800..858-0229
WWW,IFSA-BUTLER.ORG

·Aloohol Awareness Week

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL

THE EARTH INSTITUTE AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

.:. Tabling at l:.ro (Noon - 1:30pm, Mondai through Thursdai)
fledge not to drinl: on Thursdai, 10/2$ and win a ~orders' 6rift l:.ard!

Earn your MPA in Environmental
Science and Policy

.:. DA-D:The Athlete ~tereot~pe (l:.ro's Nest at &pm - ~ponsored bi Team Health f,.
Wellness)

.:. Akohol Truths: l:.ampus alwhol use
- ~ponsored b1 the fur £dul.ators)

on

AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

The Master of Public

and beer 90991es! (I'~Living fZ.oom,~pm

Administration Program in
Environmental Science
and Policy combines Columbia
University's hands-on

.:. ~'/.ual Assault: What to do when it happens at Lonn (l:.ro's Nest, 1:30pm _
'5ponsored Pi the Health1 ~Iationships l:.ommittee)
.

approach to teaching public
policy and administration with
pioneering thinking about the

Thursda1, Odober 2&

environment. This twelve-month
program takes place at Columbia

.:. Moon\i9ht ~real:fast ... served b1 fawlt1 and staff! (Harris, iopm - Midnight '5ponsored Pi Hf~ and Dining '5ervil.es)
.•:. TN£: 1'~/Larrabu Haunted Tunnel (Time T~A)

University's New York campuses.

For more information, please call 212-854-3142,

.

'

.

e-mail: Iar46@coIumbia.edu, or visit our Web site.

•:. frida~ Ni9hts Live and MOl.l:tails!Dress to impress. (l:.ro's Nest, 10:30pm '5ponsored b1 the f£ '5ol.ial Norms l:.ommittee and ~AL)
'

Application deadline for early decision: November 1

IIkoholllwar~ne&s Wee~i&brought to jOUbj th~:
~ealth l'romotion/F!s~ &duotion C.ommitleeand Ih~ l'eer £duoators
for mor~ informalion, please oonlaol one of Ihe 1'£ Inl~rns;
l<aohe ~ri~Ie ~4S1l2 Liz C.runman ~314(}1 ~al~ Derr ~3B(,4

I

,

www,columbia.edu/cu/mpaenvironment
.
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we thoUghl we'd gO easy on you lainUl camel close-up lollowers. BUlin case you
Iwanl a challenge can you be the one person 10 name the voice stall member thaI I
Ihead belOngS10illaSl week's close up was nol pan 01the Iron sculpture In
I
Cummings as some 01 vau IhOughllbener luck nelll Ome). n was the gold CCIn
Ilhe banisler In Ironl 01118. Remember to send your guesses 10 ccvolce@cunI
Incull.edu .. lOve alWays, your seq photo ladles
I

I

~------------------~

I

Before the Civil War, Congress tried out a Camel Militarv Corp. Thev herded 11 camels over to Nonh America and tested
them out somewhere near the Arizona desen. The camels were iust about to be tested when the Civil War broke loose and
ruined evervthing. A few of the camels were auctioned on, while others escaped into the desen. The escapees were shot
bv those who considered them pestulant. The mission was a complete failure.
Source, htIP:lJwww.lact-lndex.com
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• So lasl week we wanled 10 know whal you missed aboUl home. BUllel's gel back to realItY. Home's overreled. What'S so nice aboul showering barelool.
: and 880ng home cuoked meals anvwayil So over Fall break, the roving reponer was curious whal you realiZed yOUmiss aboul Conn when yOu're aWaYil:
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Sophomore:
Vickie eunis

Senior:
Norah Longendvck

. "I can reach evervthing in
mv room from mv bed"

"I hate Harris, but I
love chicken parm"
Junior:
Dan Ehrlich

Freshman:
Mark "Money"

"Needing an entrance
code to open a door"

"I miss that lime wooden
camel"

,
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~ater Polo Earns #4 Seed In Tourney Camel Of The Week: Meredith Stebbins
,

By S'fEVE STRAUSS
By PITER STERUNG

AssOCIATE SPORTSEDITOR

Meredith Stebbins '05 knows the
value of a hard work ethic. In her
years at Conn, Stebbins has worked
hard to become a well-known figure
on the cross-country team, making
her competitive on the varsity circuit. Stebbins,
a senior from
Chicago. IL, missed last season
when she spent her fall semester
studying in Argentina. She has cnme
back ready to run, and was given the
captain position along with two
teammates. Her selection was based
on the intensity she displays during
races, and the kindness she exhibits
to fellow teammates off the course.
She's been a great captain for us
this year," added Alison Zelman '07.
"We can always look to her for support during races, and she's very
well liked by the team.
When she's not pushing her way
into one of the top five positions on
the team, Meredith makes her presence known around the Connecticut
II

II

John Ridyard '06 leads tbe cross country squad and spends time volunteering. (Holt)
College campus. She undertook the
challenging CISLA program; one of
the most rigorous internship programs for students, and finds time to
work in the admissions office.
Between holding a hearty courseload, intense extracurricular activities, and maintaining leadership of

the Camel Cross Country team,
Meredith surely defines what it
means to be a dedicated student athlete.
The
Voice
congratulates
Meredith on her athletic and academic accomplishments, and wishes
her the best of luck in both fields.

Women's Soccer Looking for Playoffs

continued from page 10

morning. I felt as if the pressure had
was literally 'this close to dropping
been lifted off the Red Sox, and
the Red Sox and forgetting about the while not necessarily onto the
series.
Yankees, just off the home team's
Thankfully, however, there was back. So when the Red Sox won
never an itch to root for the evil game five in even more dramatic
Yankees. Game three did, however,
fashion, I almost felt, in a prophetic
leave me with a great distaste in my sort of way, that the series would be
mouth and a recording of the Lauryn
Boston's for the taking.
Hill song "Lost One." I think game
I know that sounds crazy, but if
four, for me, was the turning point. you believed that this was their year,
When David Ortiz finally won a it seems perfectly logical. In fact,
game for the Sox in the botrom of this writer dido '( even see game
the 12th inning there was a sense of seven, only the last five outs, but felt
relief that came over me. It was hard calm, confident
and collected
to be happy gi ven that the score in enough to patiently participate in
the: series was still 3-1 Yankees.
gospel choir practice without thinkThat, plus the facr- that the game ing once to turn on the TV. Was tills
ended around close to two in the . the result of me not really caring, or

simply feeling good that my team
would finally get it done this time?
To get the record straight, I am a
Mets fan. So while I couldn't get
super hyped up about this series I
still enjoyed every minute of it.
The roller coaster ride was once
again tremendous, and I would pay
every price that I had to this time
around to catch the experience yet
another time. However, 1 could use a
break. After all, in the words of
some fan at the games, "I can't
believe we fell for it again!" One
thing's for sure though, and that is
that I, along with many others won't
have to suffer.

Widdoes: Just Four More Games
continued from page 10
either the team with the best record in baseball, the
Cardinals, or the hottest team in baseball, the Astros,
who have two pitchers that just might be better than Curt
and Pedro in Roy Oswalt and Roger Clemens.
:11'8 going to be difficult, and Red Sox fans can't be

•

filled with confidence after watching Pedro's uninspiring performance in relief during game seven, but as we
watched the home runs careen over the Yankee Stadium
fence, we can't help but feel like this is meant to be. As
the naive optimist would remind us, lilt's just four more
games, they've done it before ... "

Spring Break 2005Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student
Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and
Florida. Now hiring oncampus reps. Call for
group discounts.
InformationlReservation
s 1-800-648- 4849 or
www.ststravel.com.

continued from page 1
States' history to issue a tax. cut during a time of war.
They also claimed that Bush's lax cuts only help the
wealthiest citizens and big corporations, partly because
Bush provides an incentive for companies to send jobs
overseas. The Democrats further stressed that John
Kerry will stop giving these incentives and will be more
concerned about the middle class than the wealthiest
Americans.
The final topic, The War on Terrorllraq, was presented by Chris Devine for the Republicans and Jason
Kanter for the Democrats. The Republican side argued
that Kerry's stance on Iraq is simply motivated by his
political campaign and that his stances on the issues
have changed now that he is running for president. They
argued that the Iraqi War was a good decision on
America's part because it is helping to keep Americans
safe and is a crucial part of the War on Terror. The

Democrats responded by pointing out that weapons of
mass destruction have yet to be found in Iraq. They also
claimed that Bush did not exhaust all options before
going to war and that he went into Iraq without
•
planned exit strategy, resulting in a growing list of killed
American soldiers.
The debate ended with closing statements from Ellen
Paul and Sarah Armstrong, representing the Democrats
and Republicans, respectively. Armstrong summed up
the Republican perspective on all the topics discussed
and concluded by proclaiming, "For Integrity, For
Leadership, For America, Its George W. Bush for 4 More
Years." Paul recapped the Democratic standpoint and
said that America needs a leadership change and could
benefit from John Kerry's twenty years in the Senate.
She said, "John Kerry is the real deal: consistent, competent, committed leadership for a better America that
we will never see under George W. Bush."

JEWISH MODERNIlY
YONI FREEMAN • OCCUPIED TERRITORY

continued from page 3
Orthodox branch is paramount in such issues as dietary
laws or marriage. You have Jews from Morocco, Iraq,
Ethiopia, Russia, America, Yemen, France, and even
India. There is a diversity of opinion and tradition, within the context of even a Jewish society. The Orthodox
establishment provides an umbrella to these communities, and each of these groups practices what they feel is
the way to practice, in a united fashion with the rest of
Israel's Jews.
The presence of various communities in Judaism is
understandable and should be recognized as important to
Jews who live in non-Jewish countries. But when it

SARAH

LAWRENCE

PRRIS

OXFORD
Sarah Lawrence CoUege
at Oxford offers students
the unparalleled opportunity
to work individually with
Oxford scholars in private
tutorials, the hallmark of an
Oxford education. The SLC
Oxford program 1S a full year
visiting student program
through Wad ham College
of Ox ford.

comes to the State of Israel, a society with a majority of
Jews, these divisions are not needed, as now Jews can do
more of what they could not do in America. Why should
a Jew in America, who for example did not keep dietary
laws there, maintain this idea when he moves to a society where it is really HARDER not to keep dietary laws?
These Jewish separations have to be looked at as permanent as long as Jews live outside of a Jewish society. It is
wrong and misleading to try to export them to a Jewish
society such as Israel. They help Jews get through life
when they are the minority but they are unneeded when
Jews become the majority.

Sarah Lawrence College
in Florence, located in a
15th-century palazzo in the
heart of this Renaissance city,
offers students the opportunity
to explore Florence, its people,
and culture through study in
the Arts and Humanities and
by sharing in the lives of
Florentine families.

Sarah Lawrence College
in Paris provides individually
crafted programs of study
with total immersion in the
academic, artistic and social
life of Paris.

Far students who have
completed twO or more years
of college French.

No prior stud)' in
Italian required.

This classical conservatory
training program is comprised
of a faculty of Britain's most
distil"l.R'.l1shcd actors and directors. We offer Masters Classes,
pnvaee tutorials with (acuity,
weekly trips to London stage
productions, participation in
staged prcducnons. and choice
of semester or full yttlr programs
The program is offered in
cooperadon with the Brltlsh
American Drama Academy.

AU progTams are open to college juniors and seniors in good academic standing.
lnformarion: Office of International Programs, 1 Mead Way, Bronxville, NY 10708-5999
(800) 873·4752, slcaway@sarahlawrence,edu or visit us at www.sarahlawrence.edu/cp
X

Financial

Aid is available for all programs
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If you have been able to go the
last week and a half without so much
as glancing at a TV screen to catch a
glimpse of the game, I envy you. If
you didn't know the SCore of the
series until the final game, give your-

self a pat on the back. Heck, if you
didn't even know the two teams that
were playing, give yourself a high
five.
On second
thought, I take
that back, considering that
seemingly
everyone has
been walking
around
with
PAUL CARTER
either
a
Viewpoint
Yankee or Red
Sox cap on their heads. The point is.
if these descriptions fit your character, it means that you have been able
to rise above the twisting, emotionfilled cyclone known as the baseball
playoffs. This cyclone, which may
have engulfed so many of your close
friends and colleagues, has not
harmed anyone,

however. Rather, it's

just left its so-called victims sleepless, euphoric, agonizing, hopeful,
amazed, baffled, distraught, and
finally, overjoyed
or defeated,
depending on which side of the fence
you sit.
And that's just the emotional ailments! I was almost ambivalent
about the whole series. I mean, for
the first time, it seemed like homework and the necessity to sleep
might actually win out. But of

SPORTS EDITOR

As the regular season nears its
end, the Conn men's and women's
soccer teams have found themselves
with contrasting results. While the
women have found success in sever-

al NESCAC contests, the men
remain winless in their conference
with only two overall victories. And
while the women will be seeking a
berth in the NESCAC Tournament,
the men have slim chances of reaching that elusive stage. While the sea-

son has not turned out as planned,
many will view the men's season as
having shown the steady growth of a
predominantly youthful roster. For a
team with only two seniors, the
Camels have played the majority of
their games to extremely close
scores, battling some of their top
NESCAC opponents to narrow margins of defeat.
On Saturday, Conn laced up for a

home match against Bowdoin
College. The game was the final
home contest for Jon Knights 'OS
and Devin Kanabay 'OS, both of
whom have had distinguished
careers wearing the Camel blue and
white. Although fall break had sent
many students home for the weekend, an excited crowd gathered on
Harkness Green for the game,
played on a typically cool autumn
day. Bowdoin opened the scoring
early, with Nick Figueiredo '08 finding the back of the net only 4:20 into
the contest. Although netting few
goals on the season, the Camels displayed fine offensive intensity,

Altbough the women's squad is in the bunt for tbe playoffs,
attacking the visitors' nets early.
Michal Kosac '06 nearly evened the
score in the 23rd minute with a volley from 18 yards out that bounced
off the crossbar, out of reach of the
sprawling Bowdoin keeper. Finally,
in the 28th minute, Darrell Comrie
'06 put Conn on the scoreboard,

tbe

men have stmggled this season, going winless soJar in NESCACplay. (Holt)

sending a shot into the side netting
after a sharp pass from Dave
Driscoll '08. The offensive presence
shown by the Camels early in the
game helped them to counter a fierce
Bowdoin side, which broke out of
the gates hungry for a win.
Unfortunately for the Camels, a sec-

ond tally by the Polar Bears'
Figueiredo and an own goal by
would set the team back 3-1 entering
the half. Conn had their chances in
the [mal 45 minutes of play, most
notably with Matt Tyler '06 rocket-

continued on page 9

Camels Shut Out Mount Holyoke Lyons, 1-0

course, once you go on the emotion-

al roller coaster ride known as Red
Sox vs. Yankees, it's impossible not
to get back on again.
I guess it doesn't help that I am a
big sports fan, as well. This means
that no matter what the circumstances, I am always a sucker for a
good game. I guess. that would
explain how I got sucked into this
whole cyclone thing in the first
place. When meaningful playoff
games start, the first thing to go is
homework, followed closely by
sleep, and then general health
depending on what time the game
ends, or what time the celebration

or

mourning stops. Usually, it is games
1,3,5 and on which allow us to exercise the ritualistic habit of going up
and down the emotional ladder. Of
course, this series was far from the
norm, Games 1 and 2 wasn't much to
be cheered about (I guess you now
know which side of the fence I'm on)
as "America's

Favorite"

fell into a 0-

2 hole. While I was disappointed that
the Sox were down 0-2, I wasn't yet
pushing the panic button. After all,
the Sox play better at home, and
there was big daddy Ortiz to remind
us that the team would "take care of
business" at home. So when game
three started off with the Red Sox
down 11-6 after 4 innings I was not

The Camels (3-8) wia wrap up tbe 2004 season untb three cbalfenging matcbups against NESCACrivals Amherst, Colby and Tufts. (Dunay)
JIy GERALD WOL'l
STAFF WRITER

The Connecticut College field
hockey squad has played four games
In fact, there were things being over the last week and a half. First,
hurled at the TV after the score was the Camels took on the Trinity
13-6. Put it this way: if food was Bantams on the 9th of October, a
thrown, that might have been the game they ended up losing 4-2.
kindest compliment the Red Sox Katie Williams '07 was a bright spot
would receive from me all night. for Conn, as she netted two goals for
There I was, watching my adopted the Camels in the losing effort.
Williams put the Camels on top
team getting their clock cleaned, on
their home turf, no less. The scene 1-0 just six minutes into the contest,
was just downright embarrassing. So scoring on an assisting pass from
when my Dad reminded me that I Sage Shanley '07. But the Bantams
was already rooting for a terrible bounced hack, and scored the next
two goals, including a goal with just
team, the New York (unj-Amazin's,
it almost made perfect sense to stop four minutes to go before the break,
rooting for the slipping Red Sox. I to carry a 2-1 lead into the midway
point.
The Camels came out of the
continued on page 9

amused.

break on the offensive, and evened
the game at two on the second tally
of the game from Williams, under
five minutes into the second half.
But just two minutes later, Erin Daly
of the Bantams managed to score
what proved to be the game-winner
for Trinity. Ashley Kenerson '06, the
Camels' goalie, has racked up 96
saves in nine starts and leads all
goalies in the NESCAC with a
robust average of 10.67 saves per
game.
Following
the loss to : the
Bantams, the Camels traveled to
Mount Holyoke on the 14th of
October and won a thriller of a game
in overtime. Freshman Jill Mauer
put in a penalty stroke with 2:47 left
in overtime, lifting the Camels to a
dramatic 1-0 victory over the Lyons
(6-6).

Mauer tucked her shot inside the
upper left comer of the cage. and
gave the keeper no chance of making a save. Kenerson tallied another
10 saves en route to an impressive
shutout, the second of the season,
and first since a late September
game at Wellesley College.
The Camels suffered through a
disappointing 0-5 start this season.
but the squad has bounced back, and
is 3-3 over the last six games.
Freshman talent Mauer has accounted for the game-winning goal in
each of the three victories the
Camels have tallied on the 2004
campaign.
On Saturday, the Camels hosted
another NESCAC rival, this time the
Bates College Polar Bears from
Lewiston, ME. It was a tough and
fiercely contested game, typical of

NESCAC play. The first half was
fought to a scoreless tie; however, in
the second half the Camels came out
firing and decided to up the tempo.
Mauer staked the Camels to a
lead, I -0, with her fourth goal of the
season. The Polar Bears responded,
deciding to put on some pressure of
their own, and although the Camels
fought hard and defended heroically,
they could not hang on to their slim
advantage.
With 23 minutes to play the
Polar Bears scored their first goal
and tied the game. The teams fought
to a stalemate as regulation time
ticked away. and fans were treated to
bonus action. The game went to
overtime and the Polar Bears kept
the pressure on the Camels, finally
scoring the game-winner with three
minutes remaining, making the final
score 2-1 in favor of the visiting
Polar Bears. Although the final outcome was disappointing, fans certainly got their money's worth as the
Camels and Polar Bears battled it
out all game long.
The home game against a very
strong Amherst College team, which
was originally
scheduled
for
Wednesday, was postponed until
Sunday as the match officials decided that the field was too wet, and
thus the risk of injury was too high.
lilt is disappointing and we wish
we
could
have
played
on
Wednesday," said Shanley. "Either
way, this game will provide some
good field hockey, and being the last
home game of the season it will create an extra sense of motivation for
the seniors.
The Camels will face Amherst,
Colby and Tufts in the coming week
as they wrap up the 2004 season. If
they can run the table, the Camels
would finish a respectable 6-8 on the
season. However, the Camels will
surely be taking each game one at a
time as they try to put a few extra
notches in the "W" column.
II

"Why don't the Red Sox just win
the next four? I mean, the Yankees
won three in a row, so why can't the
Red Sox win four?" 11 was the kind
of optimism that s-year-olds possess
and which makes them so cute. Yeah,
sure, they should just win the next
four. Why didn't I think of that?
Why does it marter that no team has
done it before, lever/.
But it had to happen sometime,
and thi s was the perfect time. The
Yankees'
pitching was
suspect, even
though it took
the Red Sox
being down 03 to expose
that.
The
biggest reason CHARLIE WIDDOES
why the Sox VIewpoint
this year did
something the Sox last year couldn't
do is that they are a different team.
Last year's team, which featured the
most potent offense of all time, was
led by Pedro Martinez and Manny
Ramirez. This year's team is different. Led by "Papi" Ortiz and CUlt
Schilling, the Sox no longer have t<T
fear going to their bullpen for relief.
They don't have to worry about
their ace going over his pitch count
because now CUlt Schilling is their
ace, and he's a warrior who knows
how to win. They know they can
depend on their Big Papi because
somewhere along the line he learned
how to hit against left-handed pitching, which has made him all but
unstoppable.
Don't get me wrong, it's nice to
have Pedro as a number two starter,
have Derek Lowe all of a sudden
pitch like he did two years ago, and
still have to worry about Manny in
the lineup, but the fact remains: the
attitude of the Red Sox this year was
dictated by two men who refused to
lose, not a bunch of guys who hoped
to win. So they did it, somelhing no
team in baseball or basketball had
ever done before and for some reason
when we look back ou it, it seems
like it was meant to be that way.
The Yankees have always won
and never been afraid to outspend
everyone to do it, but they have
always had a core of Yankees that
gave them such consistency. Guys
like Jeter, Bernie Williams, and
Mariano Rivera, while they may not
be as talented as Sheffield, A-Rod,
Giambi, Kevin Brown and Javier
Vazquez. to name a few, have always
shown the toughness and will to win
that would have never allowed them
to collapse as they did this year.
While it is necessary to remind
Red Sox fans that their payroll is the
second highest, the Sox have made
key acquisitions over the past two
years that have made their team more
complete, whereas the Yankees have
seemingly compiled a group of allstars who get shelled (Kevin Brown
and Javier Vazquez) and resort to
childish means of slapping the hall
out of Bronson Arroyo's glove in
clutch situations. The Yankees and
their fans, as salty as they must be
after the biggest collapse in sports
history, need not worry, because a
savior is on the way in the form of
Carlos Beltran, who, if you haven't
noticed, has beeu the best player in
baseball since he got traded to the
Astros. He just may be good enough
to make the underachieving Yankees
the best team ever, no matter what
anyone else does. So, as the reality of
what we have witnessed sets in, we
look ahead to the World Series. The
Red Sox are by no means the champions yet, as they will have to face

continued on page 9

CarnelScoreboard
Men's Soccer:

Women's Tennis:

Volleyball:

-10/16, Bowdoin, 1-3
-10/20, @ Amherst, 0-3
-10/23, @ Colby, 11:00 am

-9/30, @ Wesleyan, 8-1
-10/3, Holy Cross, 9-0
-10/15-17, New England's at Amherst, 9th/22

-10/16, Trinity @ Wesleyan, 1-3 (30-22, 15-30,21-30,26-30)
-10/16,@ Wesleyan, 2-3 (23-30, 30-25, 19-30,30-22, 13-15)

Women's Soccer:

Mens's Tennis:

-10/16, Bowdoin. 0-2
-10/20, @ Amherst, 0-2
-19123, @ ColbYj 1:30 pm

-10/7, Trinity, 0-9
-10/9-10, Stonehi1llnvitational

-10/23, @ Endicott College

Field Hockey:
-10/16, BOWdoin, 1-2 (OT)
-10/20, Amherst, moved to 10/24 at 1:00 pm
-10/23, @Colby, 11:00 am
t
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